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Deformationof the CentralAndes(15ø-27øS)DerivedFrom a Flow Model
of Subduction

Zones

SHIMON WDOWINSKI 1 AND RICHARD J. O'CONNELL
Department o• Earth and Planetary Sciences, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts
A simple viscous flow model of a subduction zone is used to calculate the deformation within
continental lithosphere above a subducting slab. Our formulation accounts for two forces that
dominate the deformation in the overriding lithosphere: tectonic forces and buoyancy forces. The
tectonic forcesarise from the subduction of oceaniclithosphere and produce minor extension in the
lithosphere near the trench and compressionfarther inland. Buoyancy forces can induce horizontal
pressure gradients due to variations in crustal thickness, which cause lithospheric extension where
the crust is thick. Numerical solutions, obtained by using a finite element technique, are compared

with observationsfrom the central Andes (15ø-27øS). The model predictsthe observeddeformation pattern of extensionin the forearc,compression
in the WesternMonocline (correspondingto
magmaticactivity), extensionin the Altiplano, compressioninthe Eastern Monoclineand Subandes, and no deformation in the Brazilian Shield. By comparing the calculated solutions with the
large-scaletectonic observationswe are able to evaluate the forcesthat govern the deformation in
the central Andes. The approximately constant subduction velocity in the past 26 m.y. suggests
that the rate of crustal shorteningin the Andes has decreasedwith time due to the thickening of
the crust.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, studies of continental tectonics have
treated the continental lithosphere as a continuum and have
successfullydescribed large-scale continental deformation

[e.g., Tapponierand Molnar, 1976; Bird and Piper, 1980;
England and McKenzie, 1982, 1983; Vilotte et al., 1982,

1986]. Some studies assumedthat the continentallithosphereoverliesan inviscidasthenosphere
[e.g., Englandand
McKenzie, 1982, 1983; Housemanand England, 1986] or
have imposed shear tractions at the base of the lithosphere

[e.g.,Bird and Baumgardner,1984]and investigatedthe de-

systemby usinga plane strain flow modelof the upper 700
km of the Earth. Furthermore,we usenumericalmethods,
whichenableus to investigatemore complexand perhaps
realistic

models.

The Andes presentsthe best exampleof a mountain belt
overlyinga subductionzone,and is the type locality of ac-

tive plate boundaries(Andean-type),whichrepresenta tectonic environment of compressionaldeformation and mountain building above a subductionzone. Many studieshave
usedthe present-dayAndean topographyand tectonicsas a
possibleanalogof mountainbuildingprocesses
abovesub-

ductionzonesin the past (e.g., the LaramideOrogenyin
the westernUnited StatesduringLate Cretaceous
and Early
Tertiary
time
[Hamilton,
1969;
Burchfiel
and
Davis,
1975]).
lithosphere[e.g., McKenzieet al., 1973]or assumeda rigid
The
present-day
tectonic
activity
in
the
central
Andes
(15ølithosphere[e.g., Hager and O'Connell, 1981] and studied
27øS)exhibitsregionsof large-scale
compression
and extenmantle flow independentof lithosphericdeformation. (Besion and of magmaticactivity that are continuousalong
causethe asthenosphererefers to a small part of the mantle,
some studies prefer to use the term mantle, rather than as- strikeof the mountainbelt (Figure1). Surfaceextension

formation independent of asthenosphericflow. Similarly,
studies of mantle convection either ignored the overlying

is found in the forearc region near the trench and in the

thenosphere,
to describethe regionbeneaththe lithosphere.)
high Altiplano plateau; however,there are no constraintsto
Independentstudiesof the two systems(continentallithoindicatewhether the deformationat deeperlevelsis extensphereand asthenosphere)
are reasonableaslong as the insionalas well. Compression
is found in the easternpart of
teraction between the two is limited.
When continental
deformation and asthenosphericflow strongly influence each
other, one must considerthe two systemstogether.
Continental lithosphere overlying a subduction zone is an
environment of major interaction between continental lithosphere and asthenosphericflow. Previously, Wdowinski et

the Andes, about 600-900 km east of the trench.

The high topographyof the Andesis supportedby a thick
crust [James,1971] and possiblyby a thermally thinned
hthosphere
underlainby low-density
asthenosphere
[FroidevauxandIsacks,1984].The extensionin the forearcregion
hasbeenexplainedby tectonicerosion,that is, shearingand
al. [1989]treatedthe problemas a superposition
of two linundercutting
of the overridingplate by the subductingslab
ear models: a thin viscous sheet model to calculate the defor[Karig, 1974; Coulbourn,
1981]. The extensional
deformamation of the overlyingcontinentallithosphereand a corner
tion in regionsof high topographyis attributed to excess
flow model to calculate the asthenosphericflow underneath.
vertical stressunder high mountains[Dalmayracand MolIn this study we take a somewhat different approach, and
nat, 1981];whereasthe compression
at the easternflanksof
investigatethe lithosphere and the asthenosphereas a single
the Andesis attributedto horizontalshortening
in the E-W
directioncausedby underthrustingof the Brazilian Shield
1Now at ScrippsInstitutionof Oceanography,
La Jolla,
California.
westward[Sudrezet al., 1983;Isacks,1988].The closeproximity of extensionaland compressional
stressregimesat the
Copyright 1991 by the American Geophysical Union.
edge of the Altiplano has been explainedby combinedeffect of tectonicand buoyancyforces[Froidevauxand Isacks,
Paper number 91JB01196.
0148-0227/91/91JB-01196505.00
1984;Molnar and Lyon-Caen,1988].
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Fig. 1. Schematic
cross
section
showing
the tectonic
activityof the centralAndes(15ø-27øS).
VE is vertical
exaggeration.

considered,because the overriding continental hthosphere,
the subducting oceaniclithosphere, and the asthenosphere
tire Andeanregion,by usinga planestrainflowmodelofthe are dynamically interactive. The flow in the asthenosphere
that affectsthe deformation within the overlyinglithosphere
Nazca-South America subduction zone. In order to keep the
modelsimple,we consideronlythe mechanical
andneglect is predominantly driven by the subductingslab and is conthe thermal aspectsof the deformation.As a resultthe fined to the upper mantle. The flow in the lower mantle,
modelmaybe lessapplicableto regionswherethermalpro- whether or not flow penetrates the 670 km discontinuity,has
cesses
play an importantrole,suchasin the magmatically httle influence on the deformation of the overlying continental hthosphereand henceis omitted from our calculations.
active Western Monocline. Elsewhere, where the deformaWe consider a simple model of a subduction zone comtion is dominatedby mechanicalprocesses,
the modelcan

In this studywe investigatequantitativelythe effectsof
tectonicand buoyancyforceson the deformationof the en-

explainmanyaspects
of thecomplex
Andeantectonics
that
haveheretoforenot been explainedby other models.

In the model, the continentM hthosphere is strong, the asthenosphereis weak, and the strength of the subductingslab

MODEL

variesin differentcomputations,
from very strong(rigid) to

Our regionof interestis the continentallithosphereoverridinga subduction
zone,betweenthe trenchandtheendof
the subducting
slab(Figure2). However,a largerregionis
trench

prised of continentalhthosphere(composedof crust and
mantle),subducting
oceanichthosphere,
andasthenosphere.

wedge
tip

as weak as the asthenosphere. In order to keep the model
simple, the strength for the continental hthosphereis assumedto be uniform even though it is comprisedof crust and

slab
tip

i
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Fig.2. Schematic
diagram
ofthemodel
showing
thesubduction
zone
geometry
based
ontheNazca-South
America
Benioff
zonein thesegment
15ø-27øS.
Thegeometry
ofthesubducting
slab(planarwith30ødip)isdefined
from
seismic
activity
in theBenioff
zone.Thecrustal
thickness
isderived
fromtheAndean
topography,
which
isassumed
tobeisostatically
supported
(long-dashed
lines).A sliplayeroffinitethickness
(exaggerated
here)accommodates
mostof the deformationbetweenthe subductingslaband the overridingcontinentallithosphere.
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mantle.

The contact between the continental lithosphere
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cosity, and density, respectively. The dimensionlessstrain

and the descending
subductingslabis a narrowzoneof in- rate • is scaledby u0/x0 and the dimensionless
pressurep is
tenseshearingand heat generationby viscousdissipation scaledby z0/•/0u0. The Grashofnumberrepresentsthe ra[Turcotteand Oxburgh,
1968;Jischke,1975]. As a result, tio of buoyantto viscousforces[ Turner,1973].ZeroGrashof
the strengthof this regionis significantlyweakerthan that number(Gr = 0) indicatesthat buoyancyforcesare negliof the continental lithosphere or of the subducting oceanic gible,whileinfinite Gras_h_of
nnrnh•r(_f•-r--* c•_)rep•o•o,,t•a
lithosphere. Correspondingly,
we define a very weak slip flow that is dominated by buoyancy forces. In this study, the
layer that accommodates
mostof the sheardeformationbe- characteristiclength, velocity,and density are fixed; thus the
tweenthe subductingoceaniclithosphereand the overlying Grashof number is sensitive only to the characteristic viscoscontinental lithosphere.
ity. The characteristicparameters(Table 1) yield valuesof
The geometryof the subductingslab and the crustal the Grashof number in the range 0.1-10.
thicknessare important parametersthat affect the deformationin the overridingcontinentallithosphere[ Wdowinski TABLE 1. Values of the Characteristic Parameters That Are
Used to Evaluate
the Grashof Number in Calculations
et al., 1989].In orderto minimizethe numberof freeparametersin the model, we usethe geometryof the Nazca-South

Parameter

America subduction zone and the Andean crustal structure

in the regionbetween15øSand 27øS. Seismicstudiesof

g

gravitationalacceleration

the Benioff zone indicate that the Nazca plate is being sub-

x0

characteristic length

ductedbeneaththis segmentat an angleof 30ø for a horizontaldistanceof about 700 km eastof the trench[Stauder,
1975;BarazangiandIsacks,1976]. The Andeantopography,
as any otherlargeextensivetopographicfeature,is compensated by low-densitymassat depth. We use the observed
topography,the principleof isostasy,and assumeuniform

u0
p0
70

characteristicvelocity
characteristicdensity
characteristicviscosity

Gr

Grashof

number

value

10 m s-2
100 km

100 mm yr -1
3270 kg m -a
10•-10 •4 Pa s
0.1-10

considered in this study.

The governingequation(4) is solvednumericallyvia a finite elementmethodby using200-500 (in variousnumerical
experiments)8-nodedquadrilateralisoparametricelements.
We solve for the velocity field by using a penalty function
and selectivereduced integration technique [Zienkiewicz,
1977]. Various patch tests have been conductedto ensure

Mathematical

modes[Zienkiewicz,1988].

crustal and mantle densities to derive a simple crustal structure that is shown in Figure 2. Other crustal structures,

which can be derived by assuminga more complicateddensity structure,suchas low densityasthenospheric
root be-

neaththe Altiplano[Froidevauz
and Isacks,1984],are not

that our codeis free of zero-energyand propagating spurious
Formulation

The continentalhthosphereand the asthenosphereare as-

sumedto behaveover long time intervalsas incompressible
viscous fluids. The lateral extent of the Nazca-South

Amer-

Parameter Ranges

ica subduction zone allows us to neglect along strike variations and to use two-dimensionM plane strain cMculations

The strengthsof the continentallithosphere,the asthenosphere, and the slip layer are representedby their effective

(the flowis everywhere
parallelto the a:zplaneand is independentof the y axis (u• = 0)). There are threesetsof
equationsthat governthe two dimensionMflow. First, the

viscosities,
whicharespecifieda priori (Figure3). Studiesof

force balance equation

asthenosphericviscosityfrom postglacialrebound, assuming
a hnear theology, yield an averageasthenosphericviscosity

•/, of ~10•l Pa s [Cathies,
1975;PeltierandAndrews,
1976].

V . (r - Ip) = pga

(1)

where r is the deviatoric stresstensor, I is the secondrank

The effectiveviscosityof oceanicand continental(shield)
hthosphere
is 102a-10
a4 Pa s, estimatedfrom the flexural
responseto long-termloads[Walcott,1970]. However,ac-

identity tensor,p is the pressure,p is the density,g is the tively deforming continental hthospheremay have a lower
accelerationdue to gravity, and a is the vertical unit vec- effective
viscosity,
of the orderof 10aa Pa s [Wdowinski
et
tor. Second,the continuity equationfor an incompressible al., 1989]. Jischke[1975]has estimatedthe slip layer vis-

cosityr/•t to be 10aø-102•Pa s. We choose
the lithospheric

material

viscosity
•t as the characteristic
viscosity
(•0 = 10a•-10
TM

V.u=0

Pa s). The densitystructurethat determinesthe pressure

where u is the velocity. Finally, hnear constitutive relations

r = 2r/•

(3)

gradientsinduced by the buoyancyforcesmust be specified
as well. We consider a simple caseof a buoyant crust overlying a heavier mantle; the crustal density pcis assumedto be

15%lessthenthe mantledensityp,• (2780kg m-a versus
1
• is the strainrate tensor(iij = 5(ui,j + Uj,i)). Theseequa- 3270kg m-a).

where r is the deviatoric stresstensor, rt is the viscosity,and

tions yield the followingdimensionlessgoverningequation:

r/V2u- Vp = paGr
where Gr is the Grashof number

(4)

The ability of the asthenosphericflow to influence the
deformation within the lithosphere is determined by the
viscouscoupling between the asthenosphereand the litho-

sphere(rt•/rt,) andthe thickness
of thenthosphere
(L). The
ratio of these two parameters is defined as the astheno-

sphericparameter (½• = *I•/*I•L), which is similar to the
•ouo

small parameter of the perturbation solution that was used

x0, u0, •/0,and p0 are the characteristiclength,velocity,vis- by Wdowinskiet al. [1989].Similarly,the slip layer param-
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Whole

mantle

convection

traction
free

free

Two typesof boundaryconditions(Figure3), whichcorrespondto whether or not the flow penetratesthe 670 km
discontinuity, are considered. These are referred to as either
whole mantle convectionor layered mantle convection. In

tractionfree
Layered

pose any constraints on the flow. In order to minimize the
effectsof these arbitrary boundaries,their horizontM locations are chosento be significantly far from our region of
interest, the deformed part of the continental lithosphere
betweenthe trench and the slab tip.

eithercase,the boundaryconditionsalongthe uppersurface
and the subductingslab are identical. We imposezeroverti-

calmotion(uz = 0) andzerosheartraction(r•z = 0) along

convection

the upper boundary,the locationof whichis fixed at sealevel

return.
•
flow

(z = 0). In reality,the Earth'ssurfacemovesverticallyand
generatessurfacetopography(up to 5 km of relief). Nevertheless,the verticalvelocityof the Earth's surfaceis very

.... _..
s •

•

itraction
free

small(< 1 mm yr-1) andhencenegligible
at the velocity
scaleof theproblem(100mmyr-1). The advantage
of zero
verticalvelocity(u• = 0) boundaryconditionsis that they
allow us to investigate the effectsof the tectonic forcesin-

dependentof the buoyancyforces(seebelow).The vertical
Fi•. 3. Schematic•a•am of the model showin• the par•eters
component
of the tectonicforces(subduction),whichin real•d boldly
con•tions of the flow witMn the subductlon zone ity is balancedby buoyancy
forces,is balancedin thiscaseby
for (•) wholem•tle convection
and (b) layeredmantleconvection surfaceforcesalongthe upperboundary.The disadvantage
with the p•eters
•z, Bthosphericviscosity;•, •thenosphe•c
of theseboundaryconditionsis that they arelessapplicable
viscosity;•,z, sBplayer viscosity;pc, c•st• density;p•, m•tle
to the regioncloseto trench,wherethe trenchtopography
density; •, subductionvelocity; •z, vertical velocity; and
the shear component of the stress tensor.
and tectonicsare dominatedby the vertical componentof
the subduction
[ Wdowinski
and O'Connell,1990].
The subductionof the oceaniclithosphereis introduced
eter, which determines the ability of the slip layer to affect throughvelocityboundaryconditionsalongthe uppersurthe lithosphericdeformation,is definedas (• =
faceof the subductingslab. In reality the subductingslab
where(•/,/,/•) is the viscouscouplingbetweenthe sliplayer has a finite thickness,which is not consideredin this model
and the lithosphereand S•l is the thicknessof the slip layer. becausethe deformationwithin the overridinglithosphereis
Using the above viscosity estimates and the dimensionless not sensitiveto the flow below the upper surfaceof the slab.

thicknesses
of the lithospheric
and the sliplayer(Table2),
we estimate the asthenosphericand the slip layer parameters

A constantsubductionvelocityu• representsrigid slabsubduction,while variationsin the subductionvelocityalong

to be in the range10-1-10-3.

the slab representslab deformation.

TABLE

flow can passthroughthe bottom boundary,whichin this
casedoesnot introduce any constraintson the flow. Thus a
tractionfree condition(rz• = r•z = 0) andlithostaticpres-

In the caseof wholemantleconvection
(Figure3a), the
2. Values of the Dimensionless Parameters Used in the
Calculations

Parameter

value

sure(p= f pgdz)maybeimposed
asboundary
conditions.

L

lithospheric thickness

1.00

Similarly,a tractionfreecondition
(r• = r• = 0)andlitho-

So
S1

normal crustal thickness
thick crustal thickness

0.35
0.60

static pressureare imposedon the verticalsideboundaries,

S• •
00
(a
(sl
pc
pm

slip-layer thickness
angle of subduction
asthenosphericparameter
slip layer parameter
crustal density
mantle density

0.01-0.10
30ø
10-1-10 --3
10-1-10 -3
0.85
1.0

because they are not natural boundaries and the flow can
penetrate through them. These boundary conditionsallow

thesearbitrarilychosenboundaries(dottedlinesin Figure
3a) to deformaccording
to theflowwithintheasthenosphere
and the lithosphere.In the caseof layeredmantleconvection

(Figure3b),the flowis restrictedto the upper700km of the
Earth and cannotpenetratethe lowerboundary(uz = 0).
Thusweimposezerosheartraction(r• = 0), whichallows

horizontalflowalongthisboundary.Alongthe right verticM
boundarya tractionfree conditionis imposed,asin the case
The upper and lowerboundariesrepresentnatural bound- of wholemantleconvection.
GlobMflowmodels[e.g.,Hager
aries in the Earth that can impose some constraintsof the and O'Connell,1979]indicatethat the strongupwellingbeflow.The upperboundaryis fixedat sealevel(z = 0), which neath the East Pacific Rise generatesa closedcirculation
representsthe Earth's surfacewithout topography,and the flow pattern betweenthe subductingNazca plate and the
lowerboundaryis fixed at depthof 700km, whichrepresents nearby ridge. Therefore we imposea return flow, that is a
the boundarybetweenthe upper and lowermantle. The ver- velocityboundaryconditionthat conserves
the massof flow,
tical boundariesof the model, however,are chosenarbitrar- alongthe left vertical boundary. In layeredmantle convecily because,at the regionalscaleof the problem(1000-2000 tion, all the flow that entersin the upper part of asthenokm), there are no natural vertical boundariesthat can im- sphere(100-300km depth)with the subducting
slabreturns
Boundary Conditions
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to the ridge nearbyby flow in the lowerpart of the astheno- (i• = -iz•), we can describethe state of lithosphericdesphere(400-700 km depth). In the caseof wholemantle formation as a function of the averagehorizontal strain rate
convection,the flow can return to the ridge at depthsmuch
greater than 700 km, and it is not necessaryto imposea
return

flow condition.

Results

i•. Lithospheric compressionoccurswhen i• < 0, and extensionoccurswhen i• > 0. The flow in the regionadjacent
to the wedge tip changessignificantly with depth; hence the
verticMly averagedrepresentationof the flow is lessaccurate
in this area.

conditions
with subductionof a rigid slab(u• = 1), and the

Figure 4 showsthat the flow fields within the overriding
continentallithosphereare almostidentical for the two types
of boundary conditions. Thus, to eliminate redundancy,we

parameters
u• = 1.0,(a = 5 x 10-3 , and(..t = 10-2 .

chooseto present only results that are calculated with whole

Figure4 showsthe calculatedvelocityfield for the whole
mantle convectionand layered mantle convectionboundary

Althoughthe patternsof flow in the lower levelsof the as- mantle convection boundary conditions. The two types of
thenosphereare different for the two cases,the flow pat- forcesthat dominate the deformation within the overriding
terns within the lithosphere and in the upper levels of the
asthenosphere
are very similar. Basically,the flow follows
the wedge shape of the subductionzone, which confirms
simplecornerflow calculationsof flow within a subduction

continental lithosphere are tectonic forces due to the subduction of oceanic lithosphere and buoyancy forces due to

variations in crustal thickness. Becausea linear theology
is used, one can investigate separately the effect of each of
zone[e.g., Wdowinskiet al., 1989]. The flow field within the two types of forceson the overall flow with an emphasis
the continentallithosphere(Figures4c and 4d) is predom- on the deformation within the overridingcontinental lithoinantly horizontalwith negligibleshear. This allowsus to sphereas shownby the vertically averagedstrain rate. Figcharacterizethe flow within the lithosphereby the vertically ure 5 shows the parameters and boundary conditions used
averagedhorizontalvelocityu• and the verticMly averaged to calculate the two separate flow fields generated by the
horizontal strain rate •.
Because numerical solutions are tectonic forces and by the buoyancy forces. The flow field
used, the vertically averagedvelocitiesand strain rates are solutions
for the two setsof boundaryconditions(Figure6)
not necessarilysmoothfunctions.The averagerate of litho- have similar wedge-shapedflow patterns but are in opposite
sphericthickeningor thinningis proportionalto the average directions. We investigate the effectsof the two forces and
vertical strain rate izz. Using the incompressiblecondition their combined effect on the deformation within the overrid-

Whole

mantle

convection

Layered

convection

(b)

C)

I<--

I<--

2000

km

-->l

[<--

2000 km

-->l

0.25

2000 km

-->l

Fig. 4. Velocitysolutionsfor subductionof a rigid plate for (a and c) wholemantle convectionand (b and d)
layeredmantleconvection
with the parametersu• = 1.0, (•a= 5 x 10-3, (•1 = 10-2, and Gr = 5. The flowfieldin
the upper 700 km of the Earth followsthe wedgeshapeof the subductionzone (Figures4a and 4b). The velocity
field in the upper 200 km, as magnified to see the low-magnitude lithospheric flow, is dominated by horizontal flow

and is very similarfor both typesof mantle convection(Figures4c and 4d).
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Tectonic
az, = 0

forces

subjectedonly to tectonicforces(u, = 1; Gr = 0). Near the

•-,, = 0

trench the subductingslab shearsthe baseof the hthosphere
along the slip layer and generatesextension, which is sensitive to C,t. The averaged strain rate curve near the trench

traction
free

traction

(Figure 7c) is not smoothbecausethe vertically averaged

free

representation
isnotveryaccurate
in thatregion.
A more
careful analysis of the near-trench deformation shows that

the extension(tectonicerosion)nearthe trenchis morehkely
•r

traction

to be caused by a change of one of the model parameters

free

Buoyancy

rather than dependsonly on •,• [Wdowinskiand O'Connell,
1990]. Farther inland, the continentalhthosphereoverlies

forces
......

i

the asthenosphere.The flow in the asthenosphere,which follows the subducting slab, shearsthe base of the lithosphere
toward the trench, causing the continentM hthosphere to
move in the same direction. The magnitude of the velocities decreasestoward the trench, which gives rise to increasing compressionalstrain rates. The strain rate curve has a
spike, because the transition between the compressionaland

i

extensional
regimes
occurs
at a shortdistance
fromthetip

•
'•traction

traction

! free

free

traction

of the asthenosphericwedge. As shownin Figures 7a and 7c,

free

(D) themagnitudes
ofthevelocity
and
thestrain
rate
increase

with •a, which represents the viscous couphug between the
and boundaryconditionsusedto investigatethe effectof (a) tec- asthenosphereand the hthosphere.
tonic forcesand (b) buoyancyforceson the flow. The parmneters
Figures 7b and 7d show the vertically averaged velocity
are the same as in Figure 3.
and strain rate fields within continental hthosphere that is

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of the model showingthe parameters

subjectedonly to buoyancyforces(u• = 0; Gr = 1, 5, 10).
ing continentalhthosphereby using the vertically averaged The nonuniform crustal thicknessinduces a horizontal pressure gradients, which drives hthospheric flow from regions

representation.

Figures 7a and 7c show the vertically averagedvelocity of thick crust to regions of thinner crust. The vertically
and strain rate fields within continental lithosphere that is averagedstrain rate solution(Figure 7d) showsmainly ex-

Tectonic

forces

Buoyancy

J<--

forces

2000 km

-->l

:

:

:

I<--

2000

krn

-->1

V

: --

I<--

zooo krn

-->1

Fig. 6. Velocitysolutionsfor (a madc) tectonicforcesand (b and d) buoyancyforceswith the parametersUs= 1.0,

(a = 5 x 10-a, (st= 10-•, andGr = 5. Forthetectonic
forces,
us= 1.0andGr = 0 (Figures
6a and6c},andfor

the buoyancyforces,us = 0.0 and Gr = 5 (Figures6b and 6d}. The flow field in the upper 700 km of the Earth
followsthe wedgeshapeof the subductionzonebut actsin oppositedirectionsin Figures6a and 6b. The velocity
field in the upper 200 km, as magnifiedto seethe low-magnitudehthosphericvelocity,is dominatedby horizontal
flow (Figures6c and 6d).
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Fig. 7. Vertically averagedvelocityand strain rate solutionsfor (a and c) the tectonicforcesand (b and d) the
buoyancy forces. The tectonic forces are sensitive to the asthenosphericparameter (a, and the buoyancy forces to
the (]rashof number Gr. The velocity is scaled by the characteristic velocity u0, and the strain rate is scaled by

uo/xo. The location of the wedge tip and the slab tip are indicated by w.t. and s.t., respectively.

tensional deformation along the thickened crust and minor
compressionat the edgesof the thickened crust. Inasmuch

tionzone,
isnotsensitive
tothelen•h oftheslabaslongas

as the trenchlocationis fixed (throughthe boundaryconditions),the thick crust can extendonly inland. The mag-

within the overridingcontinentalhthosphere(constrained
by
observations)
is not sensitiveto changesin this parameter.

nitudes of the velocity and of the extensional strain rate are
proportional to the Grashof number, which representsthe
ratio of buoyancy forces to viscousforces. Becausethe density variations are confined to the lithosphere, the role of

The sensitivity of the solution to other geometrical parameters, suchas the angle of subductionor the thicknessof the

the Grashof

number

Gr in our model is similar

to that

the slab is longer than 400 km. As a result, the deformation

hthosphere,werestudiedby Wdowinskiet al. [1989]and are
not investigated in this study.

of

the Argand number Ar in the thin viscoussheet model of

Englandand McKenzie[1982].

w.t.

The seismic activity within Benioff zones indicates some
deformation within the subductingslab. Isacks and Molnar

[1971]showedthat at shallowdepth subductingslabsare
usually under extension in a direction parallel to the slab
dip, whereasat greater depth they are under compression
parallel to the slab dip. The rate of deformation within the

subducting
slabcanbeaslargeasa fewtimes10-•5 s-• [Gi-

.1 ' ' ' ' [ '

.05

s.t.

o.oo

• -- 0.05
.......
0.10

--.05

ardini and Woodhouse,
1986; Bevis,1988]. Figure 8 shows
the effect of various rates of slab extension

on the overrid-

,,
I [,,,
l,
,,
ing continental hthosphere. An increasein the magnitude of
0
500
1000
1500
Z000
slab extension tends to increase the magnitude of the compressionin the overriding plate, with a minor effect on the
Distance from the trench (km)
distribution of strain rates, and has an effect similar to that
of increasing asthenosphericparameter (a. We also invesFig. 8. Vertically averagedstrain rate solutionsshowingthe sentigate the influence of the length of the subducting slab on sitivity of the tectonic forces to extensionwithin the subducting
hthospheric deformation. Our results shows that the overall slab. The strain rate is scaledby tt0/a:0. The location of the wedge
flow pattern, which follows the wedge shape of the subdue- tip and the slab tip are indicated by w.t. and s.t., respectively.
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TECTONIC

ACTIVITY

IN THE CENTRAL

w.t.

ANDES

s.t
I

Observations

I

I

I

I I

I

I

I

I

I

The topography of the central Andes between 15øS and

27øSis characterizedby a broadintermontaneplateau(>
400 km wide) of elevationexceeding3 km. The topography
is supported by a thick crust with an average thicknessof

60 km [James,1971]. The tectonicactivity, however,extends over a region up to 900 km wide from the trench in

-10 i , , , I I I I I

the west to the Subandesin the east (Figure 1). Although
the Andean mountain belt representsa tectonic environment
of compressionand mountain building above a subduction
zone, broad zones of extensional tectonism are located in
the forearc region and in the Altiplano. Interestingly, the
eastern limit of the Benioff zone seismicity coincides with

0

T

500

w.t.

1000

I I I I I l
1500

2000

s.t

the easternlimit of the deformationin the overridingSouth

Americanplate [Jordanet al., 1983].
The

extensive

normal

faults

observed

in the forearc

re-

gion, mostly below sea level, represent an extensional tec-

tonic environment[Kulm et al., 1981; yon Huene et al.,
1988]. Active normalfaults are alsoobservedinland, along
the Pacificcoast[Sdbrieret al., 1985]. The WesternMonocline(CordilleraOccidental)is a regionof magmaticactivity
and is covered by recent volcanic flows. There are no surface observations,nor seismic activity, to indicate whether
this regionis currently under compressionor extension. Farther inland, the Altiplano overlies a thick continental crust.
Although the crust had presumably thickened under a compressionalstressregime, at present the northern and southern parts of the plateau are extending by normal and strike-

slip faults [Sudrezet al., 1983; Sdbrieret al., 1985]. It is
not clear

whether

the observed

extension

in the northern

and southern sections of the Altiplano representsthe state
of deformation throughout the entire Altiplano lithosphere,
especially if we consider the lack of observationsin deeper
levels of the hthosphere. Compressionaltectonic activity is
observed in the eastern part of the mountain belt, in the

EasternCordillera (CordilleraOrientM) and in the Subandes. The seismic activity is concentrated in a narrower region, along the eastern flanks of the mountain belt in the

Subandes[Sudrezet al., 1983]. East of the Subandes,
in the
Brazilian Shield, no large-scale deformation or significant
seismicactivity is observed.
Model

Results

Many aspects of the complex tectonic environment of the
Andes can be explained by the combined effects of tectonic
and buoyancy forces. The tectonic forces, which arise from
the subduction of oceaniclithosphere, causeminor extension

near the trenchand compression
fartherinland (Figure7c).
The buoyancy forces, which arise from relaxation of overthickened crust, extend the lithosphere in regions of thick
crust and cause minor compressionnear the edges of the

thickenedcrustregion(Figure 7d). The distributionof the
combined deformation depends on the choice of parameters
and velocity boundary conditions, which are shown in Table 1 and Table

2.

• 0 •.•.•l
ll-,
i iil'lii,iII
•
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1500

2000

Distance from the trench (km)
Fig. 9. A combined solution for the tectonic and buoyancyforces

(Us = 1.0, Ca= 3 X 10--3, •st = 1 X 10--2, and Gr = 3). The
location of the wedge tip and the slab tip are indicated by w.t.
and s.t., respectively. The vertically averaged strain rate solution
showsfive distinct provinces of extensional and compressionaldeformation, which are in a good agreement with the observations

from the Andes(Figure 1).
characteristicsof the five provincesare extensionin the forearc, compression in the Western Monocline, extension in
the Altiplano, compressionin the Eastern Cordillera and
Subandes, and no deformation in the Brazilian Shield. The

low magnitudeof the calculatedstrain rate (of the orderof

10-•6 s-•) isin goodagreement
withtheseismic
strainrate
in the Subandes[Sudrezet al., 1983]. The cMculatedextensionalstrain rates for the Altiplano (Figure 9) are comparable in magnitude to the compressionalstrain rates in the
Subandes. This may be an overestimate of the extensional
strain rates in the Altiplano, which are not well constrained,
but it demonstrates well the phenomena of extensionM deformation in regions of thick continental crust. A similar
deformation pattern is obtained when extension within the
subductingslab is included. As shownin Figure 9, slab ex-

tensionof the order3 x 10-•s s-• with ½•= 2 x 10-3 and
Gr = 3 generatesa vertically averagedstrain rate curvethat
is very similar to that for rigid slab subduction.
The largest discrepancybetween the observationsand the
model's predictionsoccursin the Western Monochne, where
the observationsof magmatic activity do not indicate any
particular deformation, whereasthe model predicts major
compression. Because our model does not account for ther-

mal processes,
sucha discrepancymight be expected.However, the magmatic activity and the major compressionmay
3 x 10-s, •t = 10-2 , and Gr = 3 that bestmatchesthe be related if the magmatic activity representsredistribuobservations.The vertically averagedstrain rate field of the tion of the crustal material due to compressionand crustal
overriding hthosphere showsfive distinct provinces,which thickening. Indeed, geochemicalstudies of volcanic rocks
can be correlatedwith the observations(Figure 1). The from the Western Monochneshow a strong crustal signaFigure 9 shows a solution with the parameters (a =
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ture,suggesting
that a significant
portionof the magmawas on the base of the lithosphere. Between the trench and the
tip of the asthenospheric
wedge(Figure 10), the subducting
generated
withinthecrust[e.g.,Thrope
et al.,1981].
slab shearsthe base of the continental lithosphere along the
slip layer toward the wedge tip. Farther inland the contiwhichshears
The simple model we have presented used a linear the- nental lithosphereoverridesthe asthenosphere,
ology; as a result, temperature variations and nonlineari- the base of the lithosphere toward the trench. The deformation that arises from these forces is minor extension near
ties in theology that can affect the deformation have been
ignored. The temperature mostly affects the strength of the trench and above the subductingslab, and compression
(Figure 7c). This
rocks. The first-order effect of temperature is in fact in- farther inland, abovethe asthenosphere
contradicts
previous
suggestions
[e.g.,
Uyeda
andKanamori,
cluded by separating the upper 700 km of the Earth into a
1979],
suggesting
that
compression
in
the
overriding
plateis
strong lithosphere, a weak asthenosphere,and a very weak
a
result
of
strong
coupling
between
the
subducting
and
the
slip layer. Second-ordertemperature variationsmay perturb
the lithospheric-asthenosphericboundary and may induce overlyingplates. We suggestthat the compressionin the
smaller-scaledeformationpatterns. The magmatic activity overriding plate arisesfrom shear tractions acting on the
in the Western Monocline indicates that such a perturbation base of the lithosphere toward the tip of the asthenospheric
occurs beneath that region, and indeed the model fails to wedgefrom both directions.
Recent geological studies suggestthat the Andean crust
explain the observationsthere. Elsewhere,the length scale
has been thickened during the past 15-25 m.y. by 150-250
of suchperturbations are probably smaller than the length
Limitations of the Model

scaleof the observation
(100-200km) and thereforeshould km of horizontalshortening[Sheffelset al., 1986; Sheffels,
1990; Isacks, 1988]. Thus the averageshorteningrate for
not significantlyaffect the resultsof the model.
the past 15-25 m.y. is about 10 mm yr-•. However,the
Other studies of continental deformation have recognized
the importance of nonlinear theology in calculating the de-

formation[e.g.,Bird and Piper, 1980;Englandand McKenzie, 1982]. These studiesassumedthat the rate of continental deformation is controlled by the very strong mantle
lithosphere, which deforms by power law creep. When the
continental crust is very thick, as in the Andes, the average strength of the lithosphere decreasesbecausea signifi-

rate of shortening derived from seismic activity, which is
averaged over 17 years, indicates a much slower motion of

1-2 mmyr-• [Sudrez
et al., 1983].Onewayto explainthese
differencesis to assumethat the present-day shortening rate
is the same as that obtained from geologicalobservations,

about 10 mm yr-• and that the veryslowshortening
rate
derived from the seismic activity may be a result of short
sampling time or may indicate the presenceof significant

cant portion of the mantle lithosphereis replacedby a weak
aseismic deformation.
crust. The strength of the lithosphereis determinedin this
We proposea different explanation based on the relation
caseby the strongupper crust, which deformsby variousdebetween tectonic and buoyancy forces. The tectonic forces
formationmechanisms
(e.g., brittle failure,powerlaw creep,
cataclasticflow). Thus the viscousflow assumptionis in- movethe far field (the Brazilian Shield)at a constantrate
toward the trench as a response to the subduction of the
tended not to representthe actual deformation mechanism

but rather to relate the rate of deformation to the stressby Nazcaplate (negativevelocityin Figure7a). The buoyancy
forces move the far field at a constant rate in the opposite
the effective viscosity. The average strength of the lithodirection, away from the trench, as the thick Andean crust
sphere,which is representedby the effectiveviscosity,takes
into account the responseof the lithosphere to the various relaxes(positivevelocityin Figure7b). The shorteningrate
of the continental lithosphere is the sum of the far-field vedeformation mechanisms,including the effect of the nonlocities. The convergencerate between the Nazca and the
linear theology(powerlaw creep). In regionsof very high
South America plates has remained approximately constant
stresses,the effect of nonlinear theology needsto be considfor
the past 26 m.y. [Pardo-Casasand Molnar, 1987],which
ered, as we attempt to do by defining a slip layer of reduced
suggeststhat there were no major changesin the tectonic
viscosity;nevertheless,calculationswith nonlinear theology
forces through time. However, as the Andean crust thickmay produce somewhat different results.
ened, the effect of the buoyancy forcesincreased. Thus the
shortening rate, which is the sum of the tectonic and buoyDISCUSSION
ancy far-field velocities,decayedwith time. Before the crust
In this study, the interaction between the lithosphere thickenedappreciably,as may havebeen the case15-35 m.y.
(plate) and the asthenosphere
is investigated
asa singlesys- ago, only the tectonic forcesdrove the deformation, and the
tem, and as a result, one can evaluate the forces that act rate of shortening(far-fieldmotion) washigh, about 10-30

extension

trench

compression

wedge

tip

slab

tip

Fig. 10. A schematic
illustration
of thesheartractions
actingonthebaseof theoverriding
continental
lithosphere.
Betweenthe trench and the wedgetip the lithosphereis shearedby the subductingslab along the slip layer.
Fartheraway,the lithosphereis beingshearedby the asthenospheric
flowtowardthe wedgetip.
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mm yr-•.

As subductioncontinued,the overridingplate overridingcontinentallithosphere.The two kinds of forces

was shortenedby the tectonic forces, and the crust thickened. The effect of the buoyancy forces increasedand, as a
result, the net shorteningrate decreased.In order to derive
the longterm averagerate, the present-dayshorteningrate

that dominate the deformation within the overriding lithosphereare tectonic and buoyancyforces. Becausea linear
theologyis used,oneis able to investigatethe effectof each
of these forces separately. The tectonic forces, which arise

mustbe lowerthanthe averaged
rate (< 10 mmyr-1). It

from the subduction of oceanic hthosphere, cause minor extension within the overriding hthosphere near the trench

may be as low as the seismicallyinferred strain rate, 1-2

mm yr-1 or higher,inasmuchas someof the deformation and compressionfarther away from the trench. The magnitude of the compressionis determined by the ratio of asthenosphericto hthospheric viscosities,which represent the
usesthe following
parameters:Gr = 3, •a = 3 x 10-3 and viscouscouphng between the asthenosphereand the litho(.•l = 1 x 10-2; however,the rangeof parameters
that match sphere, and by the rate of extensionwithin the subducting
slab. The buoyancy forces, which arise from variations in
the observation is within a factor of 2-3 of the above parameters. These values can be used to estimate the hthospheric, crustal thickness,causethe overriding hthosphereto extend
asthenospheric, and slip layer viscosities. The characteris- where the crust is thick. The rate of extension is determined
tic viscosity can be determined from the Grashof number by the Grashof number Gr, which represents the ratio of
because the rest of the characteristic parameters are fixed. buoyancy to viscousforces.
The model is apphedto the central Andes(15ø-27øS),
Thus the lithospheric viscosity, which is the characteristic
viscosity,is estimatedto be 2-5 x1022 Pa s. A different where the deformation within the overriding continental
approachfor estimating the effectiveviscositiesis from con- lithosphereextendsovera verywideregion(up to 900 km).
Benioff zone seismicity indicates that the Nazca plate is besideration of the state of stress of the hthosphere. Kanamori
may be aseismic.

The modelthat bestmatchesthe observations
(Figure9)

[1980]estimatedthat the strengthof the hthosphere
is of the

ing subductedbeneath this segmentat an angleof 30o for a

order

horizontal

of 100 bars.

The

calculated

strain

rates of the htho-

distance

of about

700 km east of the trench.

The

tectonic activity in the central Andes presents a complex
The estimate of the magnitude of the stress,the calculated pattern of large-scaleextension and large-scMecompression
strain rate, and the constitutiverelations(equation3) yield in closeproximity to one another. Our model predicts extenan estimateof 1-5 x 1022Pa s. Thus thesetwoindependent sion in the forearc, compressionin the Western Monocline
(corresponding
to magmaticactivity), extensionin the Altimethods give similar results.
Estimates of the asthenospheric and slip layer viscosities plano, compressionin the Eastern Cordillera and Subandes,
can be derived from the asthenospheric parameter (a and and no deformation in the Brazilian Shield. The compresshp layer parameter (•t, if the hthospheric and shp layer sional deformation observed in the Andes is a result of shear
tractions acting on the base of the hthosphere toward the
thicknesses are known. A hthospheric thickness of 100 km
(1.0 in dimensionless
units) yields an estimateof 0.5-2.5 tip of the asthenosphericwedge from both directions. This
x102ø Pa s for the asthenospheric
viscosity.Becausethe contradicts a common explanation that the compressional
shp layer thicknessis not well constrained(1-10 km), our tectonic environment of the Andes is a result of a strong
estimateof the shplayerviscosity
hasa widerrangeof 10lø- couphngbetween the subducting and the overriding plates.
1021Pa s. The calculatedstrain rates within the slip layer Our results indicate that the rate of crustM shorteningin

sphereareof the orderof a fewtimes10-16 s-1 (Figure9).

are of the orderof 10-•3 - 10-14 s-1. The strengthof the

the Andeshasdecreased
with time (duingthe past 26 m.y.)

shplayer can be estimatedfrom the stressdrop (~ 200 bars)

as a result of the thickening of the crust.

of large subduction zone earthquakes. Again, the state of
stress and the strain rates yield an independent estimate for
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estimates
of asthenospheric
viscosity
(1021Pa s) derived
from postglacialrebound [Cathies, 1975; Peltlet and Andrews,1976],but higher by a factor of two than estimates

of the viscosity
of the uppermost
asthenosphere
(4 x 10lø
Pa s) [Cathies,1975]. Our estimateof the hthosphericvis-

cosity(2-5 x1022Pa s) is higherby a factorof 2-5 than
the estimateof Wdowinskiet al. [1989]. The discrepancy
between the two estimates probably arisesfrom the consideration of buoyancy forces in the calculation of this study,

which had been neglectedby Wdowinskiet al. [1989]. Our
estimate of the shp layer viscosity agreeswith the estimate

of Jischke
[1975](102ø-102!
Pa s) for 1-5 km of sliplayer
thickness, which is thinner than the 10 km suggestedby

Jischke[1975].
CONCLUSIONS

We have presenteda simple viscousflow model of subduction zones in order

to calculate

the deformation

within

the
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